SHARE Atlanta’s “5” Bs Gathering
Allysa introduces “Baby Bracelets” to
Blankets, Buntings, Bonnets, and Booties!
8.24.08
Lots of Sharing, Caring and Smiles as...
20 plus SHARE Atlanta Parents gathered to learn more about our
5 Bs Outreach for Healing Program and Memory Making
Lighting our memorial candle...
Our common bond is our babies.
Diane (lt) first joined us in the 80s, Jamila joined us 3 months ago. Being
together is important. “Healed and healing” members join us as they can to
support new members and to take part in our ongoing activities. Together
we continue SA’s mission of “outreach for healing” to those who have
experienced a pregnancy or newborn loss.

Some of the SA parents who were “there”! Lt to rt: Erin Dickerson, LaWanda Lee, Donna Huffman,
Nicole Scott, Diane Jordan, Kaia Alderson, Jamila Houser, Heather Haney, Sautee Turner, Betty
Miller, Kezia Cook (from Macon area), Allysa Wolf, Kelly Mishkoff, Tamera Partiss, Nathan Wolf

SA’s Betty Miller, Storybook
Lady, describes how to make
a storybook online from our
memories and photos.

It was fun to learn
new ideas!

SA’s Nicole Scott told us about
Creative Memories and memory
scrapbooks.

Kelly telling her story of how she began
SA’s 4B program in memory of Zachary
and Jeremy.

Allysa showed how to make the 5
Bs items. They are given, with SA
information, to hospitals for newly
bereaved parents and their babies.
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More Sharing...
Special Memento made by Lynn in memory of
her twin granddaughters, Aubrey and Ava...

Donna’s mother made this beautiful keepsake in memory
of her granddaughters, Aubrey and Ava (May 08). Lynn
wants to make these precious keepsakes for other families. I will be including her contact information soon.

Allison’s Blanket of Love gifted to Carrie.
Allison

Carrie O’Leary, 2005, was one of the
first SA moms to receive a SA blanket
made by SA mom Allison Egger in
memory of Hannah. Carrie is holding it
along with a picture of her baby, Evan.
Coretta did not attend, but she has
made MANY of our blankets of
love in memory of Gabriel (11.04).

Blankets, Bears, Bunnies, Bracelets, etc.
bonnet

Tammy Campbell found these
darling gowns for 1 to 2 pound
babies. If you are interested in
helping provide these, please
let us know.

Nathan had cut out MANY bear and bunny pieces as
well as bonnets and blankets. Allysa showed us how
to make the tiny baby bracelets that can then be worn
on a parents’ finger. She showed us the many different
options for decorating the bears and bunnies! You can
find the patterns and “how to”:
www.shareatlanta.org/legacy/instructions5Bs.pdf
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